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Q.HEALTH™ ANALYTICS FOR NHS TRUSTS

Advanced Analytics
for NHS Trusts
Q.Health™ is a pre-built Advanced Analytics platform that runs
in the cloud, can co-exist with existing solutions and can be
deployed in days to meet the specific operational needs of NHS
Trusts.
Q.Health™ Analytics is the fastest most affordable way to deliver
actionable insights that will transform the performance of your
NHS Trust.
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Technology
Oracle Analytics Cloud
and Autonomous Data
Warehouse
Qubix CloudBridge - Data
Orchestration Hub
Data Science tools, "R"
and Machine Learning.

Key Features
Cloud-based, ready to
deploy template
Granular security model
to protect data
Complete data model,
reports, dashboards, SPC
charts and more all
included
Go-live in weeks, not
months
Full data integration
platform and data
management included

Benefits
Rapid deployment with
minimal disruption
Can co-exist with existing
BI solutions
Lowest total cost of
ownership
Faster actionable insight
at lowest cost
Simplified upgrades and
enhancements
Lower risk, proven and
tested by NHS Trusts

Qubix | Q.Health™

The Ward to Board
Advanced Analytics
Platform.
We all know that the NHS faces increasing
pressure to deliver high-quality patient care
using sustainable and cost-effective models
both now and in the future. One of the
challenges to achieving this is the lack of
enterprise-level, actionable data-driven
insight, presented in a format suitable across
the organisation from ward to board.
Many NHS Trusts have tried to solve this problem by
using a variety of non-enterprise grade tools and
systems to create a unique platform from scratch for
their Trust. This approach is needlessly expensive,
complicated and risky.
Q.Health™ Analytics is a cloud-based, prebuilt NHS
optimised solution that delivers ward to board
analytics; combining financial and non-financial data
sources into insightful, role-based dashboards,
scorecards, visualisations and reports.
Enabling users to discover, diagnose and make better
decisions using advanced analytics to improve patient
care and Trust performance.
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Introducing Qubix Q.Health
Analytics Template for NHS Trusts
Q.Health™ Analytics is an all-in-one solution for NHS Trusts,
optimised to provide the required functionality and capabilities
that managers and clinicians need. Combining financial and nonfinancial data across disparate business areas. These include ESR
records, finance data community services, sexual health, safe
staffing, GP Population, in/outpatient admissions, minor injuries
unit (MIU), quality indicators, and patient experience data.
Discover, diagnose and decide faster with advanced analytics
including Statistical Process Control (SPC) chart types and drilldown analysis to improve patient care.
A total solution that includes a prebuilt data model, dashboards,
scorecards, visualisations, reports, mobile apps, data integrations,
master data management, training and ongoing support.
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Rapid
implementation

Prebuilt and
tested

Monthly payment
model

Leverage the template's
functionality in weeks,
not months.

Designed with NHS
Trusts - a solution that is
ready to use.

Pay monthly - no upfront
implementation fees. No
limit to number of users.
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Analytics from Ward to Board
Our analytics template is a cloud-based, ready-to-deploy solution
for the specific needs of NHS Trusts. The template combines
activity, outcome, financial and performance data across disparate
business areas into insightful, role-based dashboards, scorecards,
visualisations and reports. The solution integrates with NHS source
systems including ESR, SystmOne, DENT, SOEI, Datix, DENT, FFT,
IMMS, ERIC, MIDAS, NHS Digital, various GL tools and more.

Lowest Cost Approach
Custom-built in-house solutions are more expensive, harder to
maintain and not the answer. Our Q.Health™ Analytics solution for
NHS Trusts uses a monthly payment model not tied to the number
of users. We don't charge for implementations, just a low fixed
monthly fee. Benefit from a collective of NHS Trusts all enhancing
a core solution, saving time and cost across the NHS system.

A New Approach
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The Q.Health™ Analytics platform is a completely new approach.
We can say this because the solution is pre-built and designed to
be ready to use. Deploying the solution isn't a resource intensive,
risky development project. It's a configure, deploy and use
experience with no limit to the number of users.
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NHS Analytics Template
Comprehensive Analytical Insights
Use Case #1 - Care Analytics
Gain visibility into clinical performance to improve overall patient
care. Identify variances of care in treatment and procedures for
investigation. Drill-down to examine the performance of care
pathways or bottlenecks to maximise patient outcomes and the
efficiency of critical patient services.
Answers to critical questions:
What caused breaches in my 4-hour target?
Why are readmissions so high after discharge?
What impact did this change in staffing have on outcomes?

Use Case #2 - Financial Analytics
Combine financial and non-financial data to understand the cost of
services. Build a clear picture of the cost-per-episode of care, with
underlying evidence and the narrative. Gain a clear picture of both
operational and financial data in one analytics platform.
Answers to critical questions:
What is my total cost per episode of care?
How do my costs compare per FTE and to target KPIs?

Use Case #3 - Operational Analytics
Create a Trust-wide understanding of operational performance and
identify the underlying causes of failure to perform to targets.
Slice and dice data and combine disparate data sources to create
unique views of performance. Give everyone, clinical and nonclinical, the data they need to transform outcomes.
Answers to critical questions:
What is the impact of increased weekend discharges?
What has the highest impact on patient safety and why?
How does a change in staffing level affect outcomes?
Qubix | Q.Health™
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Financial transformation for NHS Trusts
Our Q.Health™ practice can help you implement an approach that secures the best value
for money by providing insight on how to control costs, maximise operational efficiency
and improve patient care.
We collaborated with NEP Shared Systems Group, a leading NHS finance and
procurement system provider, AphA (the Association for Professional Healthcare Analysts)
and Gloucestershire Care Services to ensure our Q.Health™ solutions are fully optimised
for NHS Trusts.
Ask us about how we helped the NHS Trusts listed below transform their financial
processes and analytics excellence.

Nothing beats industry knowledge:

Get in touch with our Q.Health™ team to explore how we help NHS
Trusts just like yours improve financial processes and analytical
excellence.
Learn more about our template solutions for NHS Trusts:
www.qubix.com/healthcare
Contact us and discuss next steps: www.qubix.com/contact-us
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